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I'd like to summarize where we are today in tether transportation,
how we got there, and what we have learned.
I received a notice from my co-speaker, Dr. Gianfranco Bevilacqua,
that he has another commitment and will not come. So I guess we can save
some time.
We started off after the last workshop with many concepts in
tethered transportation. I will show you briefly the sequence of studies
through which these concepts had to pass in order to recognize the survi-
vors that are valuable and practical to carry out (Chart 3).
These four steps were used over a time period of three years.
Initially, theoretical engineering feasibility and technology require-
ments were determined. Then the survivors of that effort went into step
two in the analysis of promising candidates. Those survivors went into
the third phase: engineering design and cost benefit analysis. We are
in that phase with several concepts. Finally, those survivors enter into
the demonstration mission definition phase.
From some 30 concepts we got down to four, using these phased
studies. The technologies that we defined during the studies cover areas
listed here on the next chart (Chart 4). In front of all other technol-
ogies are tether materials and configurations. Obviously, the tether
itself is the heart of the whole system. Then instrumentations, both
engineering and science, a very important area that is still in evolu-
tion.
Systems Dynamics Simulation
The numerous simulation programs, which cover the many applications
are' continuously expanding to include demonstration missions.
Atmospheric aerothermodynamic technology is next. You will hear
about that a little bit later.
You have heard about hollow cathodes, and across the board, critical
> «* y
component technology. One critical component,vjust to mention an
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example, is the deployment brake which has the size of a large aircraft
brake and has to dissipate some five hundred or so kilowatt hours over a
deployment period, deploying the orbiter from the Space Station, for
example.
Now the demonstrations. We entered the demonstration definition
phase with several concepts. First, the demonstration objectives;
whatever critical issues exist, the solutions to these must be demon-
strated (Chart 5). Second, and very important, we have to be able to
afford these demonstrations. They cannot be too expensive, which means
they have to be simple and concentrate on the issues.
We like to use as much available hardware at the end of the tether
as possible, where we can attach our required instrumentation. We have a
number of available instrument carriers. Among others, there is a re-
entry vehicle, which has been used before, and which we study to use as a
carrier between a Space Station and the ground, eventually. So, when the
Space Station has some material or biological specimens and does not want
to wait three months for the next orbiter to come, this re-entry vehicle
can take it down. So the entry vehicle is a very important potential
payload.
Then we want to have a short development time, which goes together
with simplicity and affordability. Say two years, or three maybe.
Our transportation studies have covered two kinds of deployments.
First, we studied steady state deployment (Chart 6). It's like the TSS,
nearly vertical. It takes a very long time to deploy and involves
relatively high tether tension.
A few special studies concentrated on dynamic deployment (Chart 7)
where you start your deployment in an almost horizontal direction under a
very shallow angle which allows you high deployment rates under very low
tension. Momentum transfer here occurs by libration. You release the
payload by having a tether swing through the local vertical at which time
the payload is disconnected.
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We can have payloads that we can retrieve and payloads without
retrieval. We have under development a disposable tether deployment
system, which weighs much less than one that is capable of retrieving. I
have a few words about that later.
In order to study tethered transportation benefits, we use specific
payloads. This doesn't necessarily mean that those future payloads will
.be launched by tether, but they are potential candidates. The advantage
was that we know everything about those payloads: their masses, their
characteristics, and their conventional deployment methods. Now we have
valid comparisons between those and the tether deployment.
The first example was the SSUS spacecraft, which weighed some 6800
kilograms (Chart 9). Our study showed that, in a tethered deployment of
this system, we can save almost 2300 kilograms of QMS propellant on the
orbiter, because the orbiter doesn't need to go up to that altitude. And
the spacecraft itself, the SSUS, saves some 4000 kilograms of propel-
lants.
Another example where all the numbers are known is the AXAF, the
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (Chart 10). We tried to find out,
if you launched that one from the end of a tether, if this facility would
be able to go into a 320 nautical mile circular orbit. What we found out
was, if you put the orbiter in an elliptical orbit, 290 x 180 nm, and use
about a 33 nautical mile long tether, then the payload, the AXAF, goes
exactly into its 320 nautical mile circular orbit, while the orbiter
itself goes into a 287 to 100 nautical mile orbit with plenty of time to
close the cargo doors for reentry. The QMS propellant saved would be
some 3300 kilograms.
Another typical example where all the numbers are.known is the space
telescope. I will just point out the important points on this chart
(Chart 12).
The space telescope also needs to go into this 320 nautical mile
circular orbit, but with a tether we can put it 50 nautical miles higher.
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With a 40 nautical mile tether, the orbiter only needs to go into a 102
x 330 nautical mile eccentric orbit. In doing that, we have propellant
savings of 7600 Ibs. Sorry about the mixture of units. On the payload
side, since the orbiter has to go into a lower orbit than the payload, it
has an excess capacity of 8000 Ibs of cargo weight.
These are typical examples where we showed the advantages of tethers
to transportation.
Now I mentioned at the beginning that, from some thirty concepts we
ended up with four transportation concepts, which we "have under study now
with regard to cost benefits (Chart 13). These are the four: a tethered
orbiter de-boost from the Space Station, an OTV boost up from the Space
Station, a science platform on a tether with a possible micro-g lab
moving in between platform and station, and a tethered boost of payloads
from the orbiter, where I just gave you some examples. This is the
deployment of the orbiter from the Space Station (Charts 14, 15). We
have a dual deployment mechanism in the Space Station that allows
deployment of payloads down and up.
What you see on top is an OTV. These two spacecraft can be launched
or deployed alternately, within a few days or a week. In that case, you
see, the Space Station is the momentum storage facility. It stores
angular momentum. Since the Space Station would go up into inaccessible
highs by deploying an orbiter, alternate OTV launches will maintain the
proper altitude for the station.
The engineering approach was such that the two moments are equal, so
the station stays essentially where it was. The benefit of using this on
a Space Station is considerable (Chart 16). Through the early 90's we
can save eight to ten thousand kilograms of Shuttle, Station and OTV
propellant. Later, in the second half of the decade, we can save between
30 and 50 thousand kilograms of propellant annually. The difference
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between the first and second half of the 90's results from traffic and
all sorts of activity differences. The orbital drag will be much higher
in the later 90's than the early 90's and would consume more drag make-up
propellants.
Another effort that's going on covers automated procedures for
tethered rendezvous (Chart 19). I showed you the deployment of an
orbiter from a Space Station before. You can envision that an orbiter
now docks remotely at the end of a tether below the Station, avoiding any
dynamics involved in docking directly to the Station. That's a very
tricky maneuver.
We have an effort going on to automate this process because of the
short time available to acquire the connection. I have listed next an
area that doesn't seem to fit into transportation. It is more a
constellation, but I'd like to mention it, anyway.
We studied a three-mass linear constellation. The center mass is a
spacecraft containing essentially a big capacitor. You have an electro-
dynamic tether going up and one going down, with space plasma contactors.
This is, hopefully, an efficient communications system for ULF and ELF
frequencies.
Then one of our major efforts going on is an expendable tether
system payload mission analysis. For our expendable tether system, we
want to demonstrate the deployment of certain payloads and verify the
disposable tether system.
This is the tethered rendezvous (Chart 20) — the remote rendezvous
— that I mentioned. We have an OTV at the end of a small end effector
deployed from the Space Station. This process is being analyzed for an
automated approach.
This (Chart 21) is a picture of the ULF-ELF antenna. In the center
is the capacitor-spacecraft, then we have the up and down electrodynamic
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tether. For instance, it may work such that for a millisecond the upper
tether generates power which is stored in the capacitor. And during the
next millisecond the energy is emitted from the lower conducting tether.
There is a study underway to provide the systems approach here and
to assess the possibilities of a system like this.
This (.Chart 22) is a flight experiment that has been approved
recently. It is the disposable tether system that is deployed out of a
so-called GAS can with a payload that can be deployed about 20 or so
kilometers and then disconnected.
We have found out that even a disconnected payload can be recovered,
under certain conditions, by the Shuttle. Okay. What have we learned of
all this? (Chart 26)
One of our concerns are tether issues...what can we do to reduce
tether recoil after payload release or breakage? How can we increase
durability of the tether so it can be used many times? An what can we do
about debris collision hazards?
We have to review statistics and probabilities and come up with
tether configurations that are less vulnerable than a round tether.
Maybe a ribbon or something.
Now let me say a few words about energy management. During deploy-
ment, we generate about 15 to 20 kilowatt hours of energy on the orbiter
deployer that have to be dissipated. On the Space Station it is up to
500 kilowatt hours. That's the main issue.
For retrieval, we need about two kilowatt hours of work on the
orbiter, and sometimes up to 30. On the Space Station, we require some
70 kilowatts of power.
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Of course, we must discuss the impacts. Everything we do on the
; Station induces g levels. What can we do i
may be induced by a number of tether operations.
-4Space about it? About 10 g
Structural stress must be discussed because the tether has to be
attached somewhere. And the tether tension has to be carried into the
structure. Where do we put the deployer system? We have to reduce
volume and space. We need energy. And we have to dispose of energy. We
have to define that soon. We have made a lot of progress.
There are certain conditions we have to follow in order to have
benefits in the first place (Chart 25). The deployment system has to be
lightweight. If I saved 3,000 Ibs of propellant and have to carry a
deployment system that weighs 6,000 Ibs, I haven't saved much. So a
disposable tether payload deployment system is under development,
weighing only a few hundred pounds.
It is practical to deploy upward payloads toward the end of the
orbital mission. You save propellants for the re-entry. Especially if
you have one single payload among several that needs to go into a higher
orbit, then the tether is of a major benefit. Otherwise, the orbiter has
to change its orbit just for one payload.
The maximum payload you can deploy upward from the orbiter is about
12,000 kilograms from a normal orbital altitude. That's what we have
learned.
And I'd like to just say a few words again about the expendable
tether system. It's under development. It's a candidate for our
demonstrations. Because the TSS system is busy for quite a number of
years, we have to have our own deployer. And we are fortunate to have a
good idea now under development which was originated by Joe Carroll, whom
you have listened to before.
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It is a low tether tension deployment, almost horizontal which
swings in to the vertical. Payload release is at the vertical. We are
defining flight experiments, and we have certain payloads for these
flights under investigation.
And, finally, assessing the benefits (Chart 23). We can deploy up
to 12,000 kilogram payloads from the orbiter. We can save up to 7500
kilograms of propellants on the orbiter. We can launch and deploy from
the Space Station up to a hundred tons of payload.
By the way, the Space Station mass, I think it has doubled or is
about to double. I don't know exacatly, but the heavier the Space
Station, of course, the better are tether operations.
In the early 90's we can save up to nine thousand kilograms of
propellants annually. And, in the late 90's, up to 50,000 kilograms. We
think this is a remarkable possibility of tethered transportation.
Thank you very much.
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